Abstract. Good atlases are defined for effective orbifolds, and a spark complex is constructed on each good atlas. It is proved that this process is 2-functorial with compatible systems playing as morphisms between good atlases, and that the spark character 2-functor factors through this 2-functor.
Introduction
Spark complexes, which unify several approaches to differential characters as considered in [11, 13, 15] , were introduced by Harvey and Lawson [14] as an algebraic description of secondary geometric invariants of smooth manifolds initiated by Cheeger and Simons [6] . Explicitly, on a smooth manifold X several spark complexes can be constructed, e.g., de Rham-Federer spark complexes and Cheeger-Simons spark complexes; the associated graded abelian groups of spark characters of these spark complexes, now known as that of Harvey-Lawson characters and denoted by H * (X), are isomorphic to each other. Moreover, H * (X) is a commutative graded ring that is isomorphic to the ring H * CS (X) of Cheeger-Simons differential characters on X [6] and the smooth Deligne-Beilinson cohomology q H q D (X, Z(q) ∞ ) of X [12] . The aim of this paper is to investigate spark complexes on orbifolds, a generalization of manifolds, from the viewpoint of category theory. More precisely, our purpose is to find an approach to construct spark complexes on orbifolds, so that the functoriality of this process can be established.
Orbifolds have been studied mainly from two perspectives, one of which is through the language of orbifold charts and orbifold atlases as in Satake's first paper [26] that introduced orbifolds under the name "V -manifolds", and the other is through orbifold groupoids (i.e., properétale Lie groupoids) as first discovered by Moerdijk and Pronk [22] ; we refer to [1, 21] for an overview of the theory of orbifolds. During recent years, secondary geometric invariants of orbifolds have been investigated through properétale Lie groupoids by several authors; see, e.g., [10, 16, 18, 19] . As for the approach of orbifold atlases, Du and Zhao constructed in [9] a spark complex on an effective orbifold equipped with a good atlas generated from a good triangulation (see [23, Subsection 1.2] ), which is the motivation of this paper and will be referred to in the appendix (see Eq. (A.i)).
Although the construction of the spark complex (A.i) is feasible for any effective orbifold, it is far from establishing the functoriality. The reasons are: first, it is difficult to find appropriate morphisms between orbifolds; second, the spark complex (A.i) does not interact well with embeddings in the corresponding good atlas of the orbifold. Therefore, in order to achieve our goal, inspired by Tommasini's works [28, 29] we consider orbifold atlases instead of orbifolds (i.e., equivalent classes of orbifold atlases) as objects in the source category, so that compatible systems can be employed as their morphisms.
More specifically, we axiomatize good atlases generated from Moerdijk and Pronk's good triangulation (Definition 2.5) and consider the 2-category GOrbAtl with good effective orbifold atlases as objects, compatible systems as 1-cells and their natural transformations as 2-cells (Proposition 2.10), upon which spark complexes can always be constructed. Then, for every good atlas U we construct a new spark complex S U (Theorem 4.3), and it is proved that this process gives rise to a 2-functor
into the 2-category of spark complexes, spark homomorphisms and spark homotopy classes (Theorem 6.4), whose proof is the most challenging one in this paper. Furthermore, the associated group H * (U) of spark characters of the spark complex S U is also 2-functorial as H : GOrbAtl
The 2-category of good effective orbifold atlases
Throughout this paper, let X, Y, Z denote paracompact, second countable and Hausdorff spaces. For an open subset U ⊆ X, an effective (also reduced ) orbifold chart (also uniformizing system) of dimension n over U consists of
a finite subgroup G < Diff(Ũ) of smooth automorphisms ofŨ which acts onŨ effectively, (3) a continuous, surjective and G-invariant map π :Ũ / / U which induces a homeomorphism betweenŨ /G (equipped with the quotient topology) and U.
For simplicity, in what follows, we refer to effective orbifold charts just as charts. U is called a uniformized set if it is equipped with a chart (Ũ , G, π).
Remark.
To facilitate our discussion, we do not exclude the case ofŨ = ∅ which, together with the trivial group and the empty map, defines a chart over U = ∅.
For open subsets U ⊆ V ⊆ X, an embedding λ : (Ũ , G, π) / / (Ṽ , H, τ ) of charts is a smooth embedding λ :Ũ / /Ṽ that is a lifting of the inclusion U / / V , i.e., such that the square
are both embeddings, the effectiveness of the group actions guarantees the existence of a unique h ∈ H with λ = h • λ ′ (see [22, Proposition A.1] ); hence, an embedding λ : (Ũ, G, π) / / (Ṽ , H, τ ) induces an injective group homomorphism, also denoted by λ :
is uniformized by taking a connected componentṼ of π −1 (V ) and considering the group
becomes a chart over V . 1 For each x ∈ U andx ∈ π −1 (x), the subgroup
is called the isotropy subgroup (also stabilizer subgroup) at x, which is uniquely determined up to conjugacy in G.
All orbifold atlases considered in this paper are n-dimensional and effective, and thus we will just refer to them as atlases if no confusion arises. It is easy to observe the following important fact:
2.4. Proposition. [28] An atlas U is a small category with its charts as objects and their embeddings as morphisms.
. Two atlases U, V on X are equivalent if they have a common refinement. An equivalent class [U] of atlases is an orbifold structure on X, and the pair X = (X, [U]) is called an orbifold.
The following Definition 2.5 is motivated by the results in [23, Subsection 1.2]. Explicitly, given an atlas U on X, there is a good triangulation T U of X associated to U. Since the isotopy group in the interior of a simplex in T U is constant, which is a subgroup of the isotopy group of a vertex in T U , a "good atlas" V refining U can be constructed as follows: Let V T U denote the set of vertices in T U , which can be assumed to be countable since X is second countable. Then, for a (p + 1)-tuple J = (j 0 , . . . , j p ) in V T U , one may consider the unique simplex in T U with vertices exactly being (j 0 , . . . , j p ) whenever it exists, and find its open star neighbourhood V j , which is necessarily contractible. Since there is a chart (Ũ , G, π) ∈ U with V J ⊆ U = π(Ũ), a chart (Ṽ J , H J , π J ) over V J can be obtained as (2.i) withṼ J being also contractible, in which way the desired atlas
(1) V U is a countable set and Fin(V U ) is the set of all finite subsets of V U ;
is contractible whenever it is non-empty, and so is U I = π I (Ũ I );
. . I p , and it is uniformized by (Ũ I , G I , π I ) ∈ U;
For a good atlas U on X, it is easily seen that there exist embeddings
if (certainly, not only if) J ⊆ I ∈ Fin(V U ), which are morphisms between charts when U is considered as a category (see Proposition 2.4). Moreover, every chart in a good atlas is a finite intersection of 
be the global quotient orbifold with the complex plane C as its the underlying space, where Z a acts on C by rotating 2π a . There is a good atlas U on X with exactly one non-empty chart
where τ is a homeomorphism from C/Z a to C. However, U cannot be generated by any good triangulation. Indeed, good atlases on X generated by good triangulations would contain infinitely many charts, since every triangulation of C has infinitely many vertices and edges.
In order to organize good atlases into a category, we now introduce compatible systems which are taken as morphisms in Tommasini's category Pre-Orb of effective complex orbifold atlases (see [28] ), though with a slight modification to fit into our context. We also refer to [7, 8] for the origin of this concept.
2.7.
Definition. For open subsets U ⊆ X and V ⊆ Y respectively uniformized by (Ũ , G, π) and (Ṽ , H, τ ), a (local) lifting of a continuous map f :
respectively on X and Y , a compatible systemf : U / / V for a continuous map f : X / / Y consists of (1) a functorf : U / / V between atlases (see Proposition 2.4), whose underlying map on objects is actually a mapf :
Comparing to the definition of compatible systems in [28] , we additionally require the mapf :
between index sets to preserve finite unions, which is natural according to our definition of good atlases.
Since compatible systemsf : U / / V are functors, it is possible to consider natural transformations between them:
for all I ∈ Fin(V U ). Explicitly, α is given by a family
We are now ready to present the 2-category 2 of good atlases:
2.10. Proposition. With good atlases as objects, compatible systems as 1-cells and their natural transformations as 2-cells, one obtains a 2-category
GOrbAtl.
Proof. Given compatible systemsf :
their composite is given by the functorg •f : U / / W (which clearly satisfies (2.iii)) and the family
/ / Wgf I satisfying (2.iv); indeed, the diagram
by applying (2.iv) tof andg. With the identity compatible system 1 U for the identity map 1 X : X / / X given by the identity functor on U and the identity liftings {( 1 U ) I = 1Ũ
obviously obtains a category GOrbAtl of good atlases and compatible systems.
Note that natural transformations of compatible systems are a special kind of natural transformations of functors. In order to show that GOrbAtl has a 2-category structure with 2-cells given by natural transformations of compatible systems, it suffices to prove that they are closed under (vertical and horizontal) compositions of natural transformations as in the 2-category Cat of small categories, functors and natural transformations.
Given natural transformationsf
is commutative for all I ∈ Fin(V U ), by applying (2.v) to α and β. Hence, βα is a natural transformation of compatible systems. Given natural transformations α :f
is commutative for all I ∈ Fin(V U ), by applying (2.v) to α, β and (2.iv) to the embedding α I : (Ṽf 1 I , Hf 1 I , τf 1 I ) / / (Ṽf 2 I , Hf 2 I , τf 2 I ). Hence, β • α is a natural transformation of compatible systems, completing the proof.
The 2-category of spark complexes
A homological spark complex [12, 14, 15] , or spark complex for short, is a triple (F * , E * , I * ) of cochain complexes 3 , such that
(1) I * and E * are both subcomplexes of F * ,
A spark of degree k is an element a ∈ F k satisfying the spark equation
for some e ∈ E k+1 , r ∈ I k+1 (which are necessarily unique, see [14 
for some b ∈ F k+1 , s ∈ I k . Given a spark a ∈ F k , the equivalence class containing a is denoted by [a] , called a spark character (also spark class). We write H k (F * , E * , I * ) for the group of spark characters of degree k; and
for the graded abelian group of all spark characters on a spark complex (F * , E * , I * ), where Z is the discrete set of integers.
A spark homomorphism f : (
is commutative or, equivalently, such that f (I * ) and f (E * ) are subcomplexes of I * and E * , respectively. Similar to the obvious way of organizing cochain complexes into a 2-category, we define homotopies between spark homomorphisms as follows:
homomorphisms is a cochain homotopy Φ :
/ / F * which vanishes on E * and can be restricted to a cochain homotopy Φ| I * : f | I * + 3 g| I * : I * / / I * ; that is, a graded group homomorphism Φ : F * / / F * −1 with
and Φ(I * ) being a graded subgroup of I * −1 , where d and d are differentials on F * and F * , respectively. f is homotopic to g, denoted by f ∼ g, if there exists a spark homotopy Φ : f + 3 g. Moreover, a homotopy Γ : Φ ≡⇛ Ψ between spark homotopies is precisely a homotopy of cochain homotopies subject to the same restrictions; hence, Γ is a graded group homomorphism Γ : F * / / F * −2 with Proof. Based on the structure of the 2-category of cochain complexes, the only nontrivial part of this proof is the closedness of spark homotopy classes under (vertical and horizontal) compositions of cochain homotopies.
Given spark homotopies f
, the horizontal composition of the corresponding homotopy classes
is clearly a spark homotopy class. If Φ ∼ Φ ′ and Ψ ∼ Ψ ′ , we find Γ : Φ ≡⇛ Φ ′ and Γ ′ : Ψ ≡⇛ Ψ ′ , then it is straightforward to check that
is a homotopy of spark homotopies, showing that Ψ
It is clear that every 2-cell in SpCx is an isomorphism, and moreover:
of the associated graded abelian groups of spark characters, and
Proof. f * is well-defined since a = db + s for some
with f s ∈ I k . If Φ : f + 3 g is a spark homotopy, for any spark a ∈ F * with da = e − r, e ∈ E * , r ∈ I * one has 
Spark complexes on good atlases
The aim of this section is to construct a spark complex on every good atlas. Since we work on orbifold atlases instead of orbifolds (i.e., equivalence classes of orbifold atlases), tangent and cotangent bundles of orbifolds will not be necessary for our discussion.
Let U = {(Ũ I , G I , π I ) | I ∈ Fin(V U )} be a good atlas. Recall that a differential q-form [30] onŨ I assigns to each x ∈Ũ I an alternating q-linear map on its tangent space T xŨI ; that is, a q-linear map a I : (
for all v 1 , . . . , v q ∈ T xŨI and permutations σ of the set {1, . . . , k}. Denoting by Ω q (Ũ I ) the set of differential q-forms onŨ I , a q-form [26] on the orbifold atlas U is a family
(1) each a I is G I -invariant, and
for all x ∈Ũ I and v 1 , . . . , v q ∈ T xŨI , and the linear map (λ IJ ) * ,x : T xŨI / / T λ IJ xŨJ of tangent spaces is the differential of λ IJ at x.
We write Ω q (U) for the set of q-forms on U. Obviously, the exterior derivative d acts on Ω * (U), and the usual wedge product "∧" can be restricted to Ω * (U). Thus, we obtain a DGA (differential graded algebra)
Now we are ready to present the construction of a spark complex
associated to the given good atlas U. Let
denote the free monoid on the set Fin(V U ), whose elements are strings (or words)
consisting of elements of Fin(V U ). For I, J ∈ MFin(V U ), we write IJ for the string concatenation of I and J, i.e., the monoid multiplication on MFin(V U ), whose unit is obviously given by the empty string.
Remark.
In order to facilitate our discussions below, we introduce here several notations for each string I = I 0 . . . I p ∈ MFin(V U ):
(1) ∪I := I 0 ∪ · · · ∪ I p ∈ Fin(V U ) is the union of elements in I; For each I ∈ MFin(V U ), it is natural to define
although one has to be careful that different strings in MFin(V U ) may correspond to the same chart in U.
With
denoting the set of G I -invariant differential q-forms onŨ I , we define
for all p, q ∈ Z ≥0 , and C p (U, Ω q ) = {0} otherwise. Then
becomes a double complex (C * (U, Ω * ), d, δ) with d the exterior derivative on C * (U, Ω * ) and
Indeed, the squares
. . .
. . . Let (Tot(C * (U, Ω * )), D) denote the total complex of C * (U, Ω * )), with
are both subcomplexes of (Tot(C * (U, Ω * )), D). Therefore:
4.3. Theorem. For every good atlas U,
is a spark complex.
Proof. First, it is easy to see that E * 
Functoriality of spark complexes on good atlases
In this section, we show that the assignment U → S U defined in Theorem 4.3 gives rise to a contravariant functor from the category GOrbAtl of good atlases to the category SpCx of spark complexes. The following lemma is useful for later calculations:
Proof. By Remark 4.2,
where the second equality follows from Eq. (2.iv) in Definition 2.7, and the third equality holds sincef λ IJ : (Ṽf I , Hf I , τf I ) / / (Ṽf J , Hf J , τf J ) is an embedding of charts in V.
Proposition. Each compatible systemf
that is, for every I = I 0 . . . I p ∈ MFin(V U ), (f a) I is the pullback of af I = a (f I 0 )...(f Ip) (see Remark 4.1(4)) along the lifting (cf. Eq. (2.iii))
We show thatf :
) is a cochain map. Sincef obviously commutes with d, it suffices to show thatf commutes with δ. Indeed, for any a ∈ C p (V, Ω q ) and I ∈ MFin p+1 (V U ),
Second,f clearly maps Ω * (V) and C * (V, Z) into Ω * (U) and C * (U, Z), respectively.
Hencef : S V / / S U is a spark homomorphism.
Proposition. For compatible systemsf
Proof. From Proposition 2.10 we see that the compatible systemg •f : U / / W is given by the composite functorg •f : U / / W and the family
which completes the proof.
As an immediate consequence of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3, we obtain a functor
that sends each compatible systemf : U / / V to the spark homomorphismf : S V / / S U .
2-functoriality of spark complexes on good atlases
The functor S obtained in the above section is in fact 2-functorial, whose mapping on 2-cells is given below:
6.1. Proposition. Each natural transformation α :f 1 + 3f 2 : U / / V of compatible systems induces a spark homotopy
Proof. For brevity of notations, we write
for all I ∈ Fin(V U ), I = I 0 . . . I p ∈ MFin(V U ) and m = 1, 2. We also refer to charts (Ũ I , G I , π I ) ∈ U and (Ṽ K , H K , τ K ) ∈ V just asŨ I andṼ K , respectively. By Definition 2.9, there is a family {α I :
for all I ∈ MFin(V U ). In particular, for any I = I 0 . . . I p ∈ MFin p (V U ), one has V I 1 ⊆ V I 2 and, consequently, by Definition 2.5(4),
then (6.ii) guarantees the existence of embeddings
We show that α defines a spark homotopyf
where Remark 4.2 is applicable to the computations since one has the embeddings (6.iii).
Since obviously dαa = αda, it follows from (4.v) that for their obvious meanings. Similar to (6.iii) one has the embeddings
We show that Γ defines a homotopy β + α ≡⇛ βα of spark homotopies.
For any a ∈ C p (V, Ω q ) and I ∈ MFin p−1 (V U ), similar to the computations for δα and αδ in the proof of Proposition 6.1 one has
).
Note also that
and, by (6.i),f Proof. Based on the notations introduced in the proofs of Propositions 6.1 and 6.2, we write Similar to the proof of Proposition 6.2, the only non-trivial part for exhibiting Ξ : (α • g 1 +f 2 • β) ≡⇛ β • α as a homotopy of spark homotopies is to show that
Indeed, for any a ∈ C p (W, Ω q ) and I ∈ MFin p−1 (V U ), one may proceed as in Proposition 6.2 to verify that and the injectivity of ϕ is obvious. Second, ϕ| I * induces an isomorphism H * (I * ) ∼ = H * (I * ). Since {U i | i ∈ V U } and Proof. It suffices to prove that ϕ preserves the cup products on F * U , also defined by (7.i). Indeed, for any a ∈ C m (V, Ω j ), b ∈ C n (V, Ω k ) and I = I 0 . . . I m+n ∈ MFin m+n (V U which completes the proof.
